Working Through the Records: Using Business Records to Study Workers and the Management of Labour

by JOHN C. RUMM

The workaday world. Do you comprehend it, oh my brother. Do you know what it means to rise with the sun and earlier, to hasten away with your little basket or bucket and to enter a dull shop, where nothing is in evidence save the implements of labor — machines, tools, and darksome oil stained walls and floors, and work, work, the live-long day, week after week, month after month, year after year. Do you know what it means to witness the best of your strength, the keenness of your intelligence going into the manufacture of something, the use of which you never have; the display of which you never see; the comfort of which you never feel.1

Theodore Dreiser, a struggling young author who would later become a famous novelist, penned these words in 1903 while employed as a day labourer on the New York Central Railroad. His observations underscore a key problem confronting those who seek to study workers: understanding what it was like for those whose lives were shaped by their daily experiences in the workplace.

How are we to understand the experience of workers of earlier generations, those whose working lives were directly affected by the coming of industrialization and the shift from small shops and mills to giant factories and corporate enterprises? Workers’ writings — letters, diaries, and recollections — are possible sources, though their quantities are limited, while many workers were illiterate or kept few written records. Contemporary observers, including proponents or opponents of industrialization and the coming of big business, generated a vast quantity of literature on the conditions of workers and on the nature of work. Although their books, articles, pamphlets, and public speeches are readily available, they are frequently contradictory, self-serving, or propagandistic. Testimony given by managers, workers, or contemporary observers before governmental investigatory commissions suffers from similar biases and limitations.2 Census returns, reports prepared by bureaus of labour or industrial statistics, industrial directories, and trade-sponsored publications, provide considerable information regarding wages, hours, and working conditions. Such information, however, may be fragmentary, error-ridden, ambiguous, distorted, or difficult to interpret, so that its usefulness may be limited, and it sheds little light on individual workers.3
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Thanks to the increasing interest and attention given by archivists in the United States and Canada in the years since the Second World War, important sources of information regarding the historical experiences of workers in the workplace have been acquired, described, and made available to researchers. These sources are the business records generated by the firms and companies that employed these workers. These records include correspondence between employers and workers, minutes of meetings, reports and other internal written communications, account books, payrolls, time books, and employee records. Ray Ginger, one of the first scholars to make extensive use of business records for studying workers, wrote in 1954:

These records have many advantages for the historian. Whereas pamphlets and newspapers are vague and generalized, business records are specific and often quantitative. Whereas public documents are often meant to mislead the audience, the internal records of a firm are intended to give accurate information. Payrolls, ledgers, intrafirm memoranda and correspondence, can be made to yield up much reliable evidence on [the condition of workers].

Business records may be utilized to document a number of themes: the organization of work and the nature of production technologies; wages, hours, and working conditions; the demographic and occupational composition of the workforce; the attitudes of managers towards their employees; the development of company labour policies and strategies for recruiting, training, disciplining, and compensating workers; the expectations and values that workers brought with them to the workplace; the impact of industrialization, mechanization, and managerial actions upon workers; and workers' efforts to maintain or reassert autonomy and control over their work.

This article reviews some of the specific types of business records that can provide information on workers and on the management of labour. Historians and archivists alike have, in the past, surveyed archival holdings or made reference to current research trends in calling attention to the potential value of business records as source materials for documenting labour. This essay attempts to advance the discussion beyond these surveys and suggestions. Clark Elliott, writing in the American Archivist in 1981, has called for "use-studies" that would "attempt to relate types of use and users to the characteristics of the documentation itself, in order to determine how different categories of records series relate to the needs of different groups." In keeping with that recommendation, references will be made to specific recent articles and monographs written by scholars who have actually utilized business records as sources for studying labour. These illustrations will, it is hoped, serve two purposes: first, to show not only how business records may be used to study labour, but also how they have been used for this purpose; and second, to show how archivists might keep abreast of current research trends and interests as they formulate strategies for acquiring, appraising, and describing business records.

Interest in collecting and preserving business records developed slowly in the United States and Canada. While companies safeguarded administrative records such as minutes, legal files, contracts, and stockholders' papers, they placed little
emphasis upon preserving older or inactive records. Companies that did take steps to retain these records typically relegated them to warehouses, where neglect, fire, vermin, vandalism, and the ravages of time all took their toll. Moreover, prior to the Second World War, relatively few archival repositories endeavored to acquire business records. While some historical societies and university libraries acquired papers of businessmen and entrepreneurs or the records of local firms, no systematic efforts were made to collect business records.8

The emergence of the field of business history during the early decades of the twentieth century stimulated greater interest in the preservation of business records. In the United States, Harvard University’s Graduate School of Business Administration, established in 1908, provided much of the impetus behind this effort. The Business School adopted a historical “case study” method of instruction, through which students analyzed how selected companies had resolved problems in business administration. In keeping with this approach, school officials undertook “a systematic and serious attempt to collect unprinted documents relating to business.”9 By the early 1920s, the school’s business archives included the records of several prominent early New England textile, banking, insurance, and machinery-building companies. The opening of Baker Library at Harvard in 1927 provided a larger repository for the business archives; by 1950 the archives held the records of nearly seven hundred firms in over one hundred and fifty industries.10 Efforts to acquire records intensified with the formation in 1925 of the Business Historical Society. Its members actively promoted the collection, appraisal, arrangement, and description of business records, and, through articles in its Bulletin and monographic histories of individual companies, demonstrated the potential of these records as sources for writing the history of business.11

During the 1920s and 1930s, other repositories in the United States began following the lead of Baker Library and the Business Historical Society in collecting business records. Several historical societies endeavoured more systematically to acquire records of local businesses. The State Historical Society of Wisconsin, for example, acquired large bodies of records of the McCormick Reaper, International Harvester, and Singer Sewing Machine companies; the State Historical Society of Colorado obtained records of several Western companies, including those of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad; the Historical Society of Pennsylvania collected records of several nationally prominent banking, iron, railroad and machinery-building companies. Many university archives and libraries, including the University of Virginia, West Virginia University, the University of Missouri, Duke University, and the University of Alabama, also built up extensive holdings of business records.12

The bulk of these collecting efforts were aimed at the acquisition of records of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century firms. Few repositories possessed sufficient staff, space, or resources to collect, process, and describe the voluminous records of large twentieth-century corporations. One obvious solution was to encourage companies to establish their own records management programs. Beginning in the late 1930s, the Business Historical Society and the Business Archives committee of the Society of American Archivists collaborated in such a campaign, whose purpose was to persuade business executives of the value of preserving their company records. By 1950 a number of leading companies had established corporate
archives, including Firestone Tire and Rubber, the Insurance Company of North America, Armstrong Cork, Ford, Alcoa, Eastman Kodak, and Texaco.¹³

Efforts to collect and preserve business records gained greater momentum after the Second World War. More historical societies and university libraries joined the ranks of those repositories that had previously acquired business records, while the numbers of companies that established corporate archives and records management centres also increased.¹⁴ Several independent research libraries also began actively to collect company records. Since its establishment in 1961, for example, the Eleutherian Mills Historical Library (now known as the Hagley Library) in Wilmington, Delaware, has acquired the records of some five hundred firms, ranging from small rural textile mills and iron forges to records of such nationally-prominent corporate enterprises as the Du Pont Company, Sun Oil, Bethlehem Steel, the Pennsylvania Railroad, and Sperry-Univac. The Museum of American Textile History (formerly the Merrimack Valley Textile Museum) in North Andover, Massachusetts, has acquired the records of scores of textile, machinery-building, and engineering firms, mostly from the New England region, although including some national companies.¹⁵

In Canada, efforts to collect and preserve business records paralleled, yet lagged behind, the steps undertaken in the United States. From the late nineteenth century through the 1950s, the Public Archives of Canada, the provincial archives, local historical societies, and some university archives all collected business records. For the most part, however, the efforts were neither systematic nor consistent. Businesses, for their part, took little interest in preserving their own records. With few exceptions — the most notable being the Hudson’s Bay Company and the Canadian Pacific Railway — little progress was made towards the establishment of corporate records centres.¹⁶

In large measure, the collection of business records lagged in Canada due to the lack of direction. There existed no Canadian organization comparable to the Harvard Business School, Baker Library, or the Business Historical Society, to promote the study and writing of business history or the collection of business records. As recently as 1984, a leading Canadian historian observed: “[business history] has not yet become an academic specialty in Canada. There are no journals, no academic associations, and almost no conferences dedicated to its systematic study.”¹⁷

Developments in the 1960s and 1970s gave new impetus to Canadian efforts to collect and preserve business records. Representatives from the archival profession, the scholarly community, and industry formed a Business Archives Council of Canada in 1968, patterned upon the Business Historical Society. Although the council never lived up to the hopes of its organizers and ceased operations in 1973, it did serve to increase awareness of the need to acquire and preserve the records of manufacturing, industrial, and transportation companies. Indeed, by the early 1970s, great strides had been taken in this direction by many Canadian repositories. A survey published in 1973, *Primary Sources in Canadian Working Class History 1860-1930*, for example, lists scores of company records, representing firms in the iron and steel, railroad, electrical power, mining, chemical, machinery, shipbuilding, textile, and paper industries.¹⁸ Moreover, following the Symons Report’s
recommendation in 1975 that companies should "preserve, arrange, and increase access to their historical records wherever this is appropriate," a number of Canadian firms deposited records in independent repositories or established in-house records programs.\textsuperscript{19}

In both the United States and Canada, the greater interest shown in collecting and preserving business records that developed after 1950 coincided with changing research interests of historians and other scholars. The "New Labour History" which emerged during the 1960s shifted the focus from the institutional development of the labour movement, to the lives, values, communities, and culture of workers themselves.\textsuperscript{20} Some examined correspondence, reports, minutes, and other company records in order to describe employer labour policies and techniques for managing workers.\textsuperscript{21} Influenced by the quantitative methods developed by practitioners of the "New Social History," labour historians also began making greater use of computers to analyze information about workers contained in payrolls, time books, employee files, and other business records.\textsuperscript{22}

The interests of business historians also shifted. Until the 1960s, business historians primarily wrote case histories of individual firms in which entrepreneurs, financiers, and senior executives received far more attention than did those who worked within these companies.\textsuperscript{23} During the past two decades, however, business historians have begun considering broader themes.\textsuperscript{24} The seminal studies of Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., have traced the emergence of new corporate administrative structures and managerial hierarchies in large enterprises.\textsuperscript{25} Following Chandler's lead, some business historians have begun to explore the relationships between markets, firm growth, and the development of bureaucratic employment systems.\textsuperscript{26} Other authors have examined how managerial attitudes towards labour have shaped the development of corporate labour policies and programs.\textsuperscript{27} Others, including several radical historians and economists, have studied the emergence of the factory system and the efforts made by managers to devise methods for controlling workers.\textsuperscript{28} Yet another approach has been developed recently by historians who are interested in studying "corporate culture" — the beliefs, assumptions, and symbols that are "embedded in the daily practices and organizational structures" of the firm — and the manner in which that culture shaped the relationship between managers and workers.\textsuperscript{29}

As labour and business historians became increasingly interested in themes relating to the history of work and the experiences of workers, they began to make greater use of company records as source materials. Recognizing the informational value of business records, archivists have made considerable progress in collecting, arranging, and describing their holdings for researchers.

Company records are as varied in their nature and quality as are the companies that created them. A world of difference exists between the few cubic feet of records produced by the traditional small rural firm whose proprietor employed a handful of workers, and the tons and tons of records generated by the huge diversified bureaucratic enterprises that employ thousands of workers in plants and factories scattered throughout the country. Despite the many differences, however, certain record types common to both small and large companies are likely to contain information about workers and the management of labour. The following
discussion of records is intended to suggest the main types of records that have been used as sources for documenting labour.

**Minutes**

Minutes provide a record of the issues discussed and the actions taken at meetings, whether by the board of directors, by departmental or plant managers, or by managers and workers in committee. Gerald White has observed, “Minutes can be quite helpful in indicating the more pressing problems at various times and the steps taken for their solution.”30 Three types of minutes document workers and the management of labour: executive-level meetings, lower-level meetings, and union-employer meetings.

Board or executive committee minutes are most useful for dating key events in the history of the firm’s labour-management relations, such as strikes, layoffs or plant closings, changes in wage or salary scales, or the inception of new policies or programs. Historians studying labour in early New England textile mills have used directors’ minute books to document wage cuts and layoffs made necessary by the recession of the early 1840s.31 Minutes of meetings of the directors and executive committee of Buckeye Steel Castings Company record company-wide wage increases and the establishment of safety work and welfare programs.32 Executive-level minutes, however, often report little more than the barest details of what transpired at a meeting, and seldom provide information on why particular actions were taken or decisions were made. They also furnish little sense of managerial disagreements and debates over policies and strategies. Correspondence, memoranda, reports, and other supporting documentation submitted to the board or executive committee may establish the context for particular decisions or actions. Executives’ papers may include copies of notes taken at meetings or diary entries that stage the tone of a meeting. Gerald G. Eggert, for example, has relied on notes, memoranda of meetings, and diary entries recorded by William B. Dickson, a vice-president of U.S. Steel Corporation and Midvale Steel & Ordnance Company, to document the often acrimonious debates over wage increases, working hours, pension plans, employee representation plans, and other labour matters that took place during executive committee meetings.33

Minutes of meetings held among heads of departments, plant managers, or supervisory personnel are much more likely to contain detailed information regarding managerial actions towards labour than are minutes of board or executive committee meetings. This fact reflects the division of responsibilities within larger companies: senior executives were chiefly concerned with company-wide policies and strategies, while lower-level officers dealt with day-to-day operating matters and the implementation of policies and procedures. As a result, minutes of meetings held by lower-level managers provide much more detail relating to specific problems involving workers and company labour policies than do executive-level meetings.

Minutes of meetings held by Du Pont’s Executive Committee during the First World War, for example, contain little information on the serious labour problems which the company confronted when its workforce rose from five thousand to nearly ninety thousand employees. Senior executives considered department heads and
plant managers to be responsible for resolving those problems. Minutes of weekly meetings held among managers and supervisory personnel at several larger company plants during the war detail these labour-management problems and the efforts made at the local level to resolve them. Among the topics contained in these minutes are strikes and labour unrest over wages, hours, and work loads; shortages of labourers and skilled workers; the introduction of labour-saving machinery and the recruitment of women, Blacks, Mexicans, and immigrants from southern and eastern Europe to deal with the scarcity of labour; efforts to reduce high rates of turnover and absenteeism; the need to provide housing, medical care, food, education, and recreation facilities for thousands of workers and their families; and the progress of Americanization programs among immigrant workers. The minutes also include tabulations of employment levels, turnover, numbers of employees living in company-owned housing, and reasons why workers were leaving the workforce.34

The usefulness of minutes of meetings between employers and representatives of employees' unions largely depends upon whether the union was company-dominated or an independent outside organization. Representatives of national unions insisted upon keeping their own minutes so that issues of dispute in collective bargaining negotiations were fully documented, as were the complaints and grievances of workers. Tamara Hareven, for example, has drawn extensively upon the Adjustment Files in the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company records for her study of workers in the company's textile mills. These files contain minutes and transcripts of hearings held to resolve grievances filed on behalf of employees by the United Textile Workers of America. Hareven notes that they describe workers' concerns over pay adjustments, piece-work rates, work paces and work loads, conditions in the workplace, transfers and promotions, job discrimination, overtime, and company efforts to curtail union-organizing activities. Using the information contained in these records, Hareven has been able to reconstruct the activities and operations of different workrooms in the textile factory and the dynamics of manager-worker relationships. In her words, the files "allow not only a reconstruction of the official relations between capital and labor, but also an exploration of the texture of daily relations within the workplace."35

On the other hand, if the union were a company-sponsored "works council" (or a "company union," as labour organizers labelled such organizations), the company controlled the agenda and supplied the secretary; the minutes, not surprisingly, omitted information that management wished to exclude, such as workers' protests or grievances. Consequently, their value lies more in revealing managerial efforts to maintain control, rather than in depicting workers' concerns. Bruce Scott, in his study of the Industrial Works Council at the Toronto plant of Massey-Harris, provides an excellent critical analysis of the council's minutes in which he concludes that the council "proved to be primarily a tool of public relations for the company's management."36 Organized during the 1920s, as were many other works councils or "employee representation plans," the council was ostensibly designed to introduce "industrial democracy" into the factory and to give managers and workers an equal voice in discussing matters of mutual concern such as safety, working conditions, or productivity levels. However, these meetings were most useful as forums through which the company unilaterally announced wage increases
or changes in company policies or decisions without any discussion or input from employee representatives. Scott concludes that the minutes contain little reliable information relating to workers’ shop floor concerns or their attitudes towards managerial policies.

**Correspondence**

The term “correspondence” refers to incoming and outgoing letters, whether loose or copied into volumes. Two sub-series of correspondence may be found among company records: letters written by officers, and letters written by workers. The former generally comprise the bulk of the correspondence. Company officers wrote to partners, superiors, or subordinates; to family members and friends; to customers; and to their counterparts in other firms. Letters written by company officers document a variety of themes relating to labour and to the management of workers. They often provide insight into managerial attitudes regarding workers and reveal how managers responded to issues like union recognition, job security, safety and working conditions, arbitrary treatment, and other concerns raised by employees. They may also suggest the underlying motives and objectives that led to the development of company labour policies. Letters may trace the inception and implementation of actions and procedures for recruiting, hiring, training, supervising, disciplining, promoting, and compensating employees, and the nature of measures taken to counter union activities and labour unrest among employees. Letters written by workers to company officers, though less common, may also survive among the records of the firm. At whatever level correspondence was generated within the firm — on the factory floor, in the plant office, in the departmental headquarters, or in the executive suite — letters constitute basic sources for historical research on labour. Few other sources provide the immediacy, frankness, and detail available through correspondence.37

To attempt to generalize about correspondence is difficult, given the marked variations between companies. No correspondence might survive for one older company, while thousands and thousands of letters may be extant for another. The correspondence preserved from a twentieth-century corporation may range from the files of executive officers that have been so weeded as to contain virtually no informative letters, to large runs of richly detailed letters written by lower-level officers. Despite this wide variation, some general observations may be stated.

First, letters written by executives are more likely to contain information relating to workers if these executives were active in family-owned and -managed companies. Family ownership and control characterized many nineteenth-century manufacturing concerns, particularly smaller firms whose operations were conducted in one location. Family members who held managerial positions personally supervised their employees and interacted with them on a daily basis. Letters written by these managers to other family members, friends, customers, and business associates, were often revealing about the company’s workers and about actions taken in managing employees. Bess Beatty, who has examined letters written by members of the Edwin Holt family, the most extensive builders of textile mills in North Carolina, writes that in their correspondence “the industrialists ... drop[ped] the facade and portray[ed] realistically their economic priorities and the conflicts they had with employees.” Beatty demonstrates that the public image of the Holts as
"benevolent paternalists" differed markedly from the hard-headed economic rationalism and rigid control over workers that emerged in their private letters to family members and other textile manufacturers.38 Similarly, letters written by Henry W. Sage, the owner of one of the largest lumber mills in Michigan’s Saginaw Valley, to his sons and to company agents, display his conviction that workers should remain subservient to economic laws governing wages, hours, and working conditions.39 Correspondence addressed by Charles Huston & Sons, a small iron-rolling firm in eastern Pennsylvania, to relatives and customers, recounts the family’s determination to uphold a paternalistic labour system during a period of worker unrest.40

Family ownership and control persisted in many companies until well into the twentieth century. Even in some large corporations, such as the Du Pont Company or the McCormick Harvesting Machine Company, family members continued to exert active control as owners and managers. Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., writing in The Visible Hand, states: “The owner-managers prided themselves on their knowledge of a business they had done so much to build. They continued to be absorbed in the details of day-to-day operations.”41 Letters written by these family members document their continuing involvement in the management of labour. For example, correspondence sent during the 1870s and 1880s by Cyrus H. McCormick, president of the McCormick Company, directed the superintendent and other lower-level officials at a Chicago reaper factory to take various actions against striking iron molders and foundry workers, including firing union members, hiring strikebreakers, and installing molding machines.42 Similarly, letters written by Alfred I. Du Pont in 1906 to assistant managers and plant superintendents during a strike by workers at the company’s “home plant,” reveal the extent to which the Du Pont Company was willing to go to preserve its traditional paternalistic relationship with its workers: evicting striking workers from company-owned houses, bringing in strikebreakers and undercover detectives, and raising the wages of “loyal” employees.43 The correspondence of George F. Johnson, Charles F. Johnson, Jr., and other members of the Johnson family, owners and managers of the Endicott-Johnson Company until the 1950s, documents their efforts to promote the ideology of a “square deal” between managers and workers through welfare plans, recreational outings, and pamphlets addressed to employees.44

Family ownership and control, however, did not characterize all nineteenth-century companies. Large textile mills, iron forges, paper-making factories, and other concerns were established during the early decades of the century by groups of merchants and entrepreneurs who pooled their resources. The directors and officers of such companies hired resident superintendents or agents to oversee the day-to-day operations of the factory.45 These officials regularly wrote to the company president or treasurer to keep them informed about operations and problems, including the management of workers. For example, letters written during the early 1800s by Samuel Slater, the mill agent in the first textile factory established in the United States, to William Moses and Almy Brown, the owners of the company, discuss the problems he encountered in recruiting, retaining, and disciplining workers, and preventing them from stealing company property.46 The monthly letters sent by the agent of the Antietam Woolen Mill, a textile factory in western Maryland, to the company’s directors, describe the layout of production and the nature of work performed by employees, efforts to mechanize hand operations
to reduce the need for skilled workers, and the formulation of work rules to discipline employees.47

Within larger railroad companies, the first “big businesses” to emerge in North America, the complexity of operations and problems created in the coordination of activities and train movements over a wide geographical area, led to the emergence of hierarchical organizational structures whose senior officials consisted of the president, the treasurer, the secretary, and the directors. Beneath these senior executives, in the middle level of management, were the general manager or general superintendent, and the divisional managers. These middle-level managers, in turn, supervised the operations of lower-level departmental and shop managers down to the ranks of foremen and supervisors. Lower-level officers sent a steady stream of letters upward through the hierarchy to keep middle-level managers apprised of problems and developments, and, in turn, received directives and instructions from above regarding company policies and procedures.48 Many of the matters treated in this routine, day-to-day correspondence never came to the attention of those in the highest levels of the organization. It is not surprising, therefore, as Walter Licht has observed, that “the letters and memoranda of the first two generations of American railroad managers reveal that they devoted little formal attention to labor-related matters.... A view from the top thus offers a critical but only partial insight into the new world that the first two generations of American railway workers entered.”49

It is primarily through the surviving letters exchanged between middle- and lower-level personnel, rather than through the letters of railway company executives, therefore, that most information on working conditions, the organization of work, and the management of workers will be located. For example, the general managers’ files of the Northern Pacific Railroad contain hundreds of letters from the 1870s to the 1890s concerning wages and salaries, work rules, the supply of labour, pension plans, strikes, and the company’s efforts to block the organization of its workers by the Railroad Brotherhoods and the American Railway Union.50 Letters sent by engineers and crew foremen to the general manager of the Great Northern Railroad trace the recruitment and hiring of Japanese, Mexican, and Black unskilled labourers for construction work during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.51

By the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the hierarchical structure that had emerged within the railroad industry had spread to giant enterprises engaged in production. As the operations conducted by these companies became more complex and as they commanded ever-larger capital resources, owners became divorced from direct control, and professionally-trained career managers replaced family members in top- and middle-level management. In the years after the First World War, these corporate enterprises began to diversify their operations beyond their original product lines. To resolve the problems which developed in the administration of diversified enterprises, these companies adopted a decentralized, multidivisional corporate structure organized by product lines. Each division operated autonomously, as if it were a separate company; senior executives at the head of the corporation played no direct role in the administration of these divisions, but instead confined themselves to formulating company-wide policies and overseeing the financial resources of the entire enterprise.52
The coming of the decentralized multidivisional corporate structure had profound implications for the nature of correspondence written by managers within different levels of the organization. Senior executives’ correspondence increasingly related primarily to issues such as company finances, diversification, research and development, and sales and marketing. As a rule, labour was only treated in their correspondence when it became a company-wide concern, such as during the formulation of corporate labour policies, during periods of extensive strikes and worker unrest, when extended severe economic conditions resulted in plant closings, layoffs, high turnover, or shortages of workers, or when corporate takeovers or structural reorganizations forced the examination of corporate labour policies or programs. The rest of the time, labour was held to be an "operational" concern to be dealt with by department heads, plant managers, supervisors, and foremen.

Moreover, because of the nature of communications within the modern corporation, executives normally received only the most general information — and then only in summarized form — regarding operations and problems that occurred in lower levels of the organization. As JoAnne Yates has observed in her recent article on the development of internal communications systems within business, much information which flows upward through the hierarchy of the large firm never reaches the top, either by accident or intention. Because senior executives “needed and wanted only enough information to make the most general policy decisions,” a “screening process” worked to summarize, analyze, and digest much of the correspondence flowing upward from lower levels before it reached the top level. This screening process kept virtually all first-hand information regarding operating matters and problems from coming to the attention of senior executives.53

More direct and detailed information about workers and the management of labour exists in correspondence originating below the level of the senior executives. One source is letters written by specialists within the company’s employee relations or personnel department. These specialists functioned in an advisory capacity to the operating or manufacturing departments. They kept abreast of national trends in employment, wages, hours, and benefits, administered company-wide employee magazines, recreation programs, and benefits plans, monitored the activities of national unions, provided assistance to departments experiencing labour problems, and conducted supervisory training and personnel research programs. Another source is the correspondence of middle- and lower-level managers, from the divisional managers down to plant managers and foremen. With few exceptions, however, these two sources — correspondence of the employee relations department, or of lower-level officers — are not preserved among the records of large corporations. Until these sources are available, researchers will have to rely upon the letters written by these departments and divisions that exist among the surviving files of executive officers.54

Letters written by company officials provide one source of information regarding labour. Workers’ letters which survive in company files are another key form of documentation. They supply direct, immediate, first-hand information regarding workers’ values and aspirations. Workers wrote to companies to apply for employment, to seek information about job security, wages, and working conditions, or to protest unfair treatment. Historians who have studied early nineteenth-century textile, iron, and paper mill workers have relied upon letters written by employees
seeking jobs, to uncover workers' concerns regarding regular employment and steady earnings, to illustrate how these workers attempted to obtain higher wages, and to define the conditions of their employment on more favourable terms. Letters written by job applicants also enable historians to trace how employers drew upon workers' ties of kinship and friendship to recruit new employees.

Employees' letters may also reveal workers' expectations and beliefs regarding their jobs, their fellow workers, and their employers. Judith McGaw notes in her recent study of the nineteenth-century Berkshire paper industry that letters written by workers to current and prospective employers "reverberate" with sentiments of pride and satisfaction in their work and abilities. Paper workers' letters also convey employees' notions of "manliness," "temperance", "equality", and other character traits and reveal how these workers assessed and responded to the actions of owners and managers according to these ideals. Tamara Hareven observes in her study of workers employed in the mills of the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company that letters written by immigrant employees to overseers and agents "reveal their perception of the bosses as paternalistic figures and their own position as obedient 'children.'"

**Internal Communications Documents**

As company organizations became more hierarchical, newer and more structured kinds of written internal communication began to supplant or replace correspondence. The various types of documents devised to facilitate internal communications carried information downward, upward, or laterally within the organization.

Downward internal communications documents conveyed instructions, directives, or information from managers in higher levels of the organization to subordinates in lower levels. These documents include circulars, which gave directions of a semi-permanent nature to a large number of people; orders, which stated specific rules, directives, or requests to a single individual or a small group; memoranda, generally brief informal communications advising or giving information on a specific topic, that were sent within one office or between departments; bulletins, official notices of a semi-permanent nature, often summarizing reports or discussions relating to company procedures; manuals or handbooks, distributed to a select group, summarizing information on procedures and policies for ready reference; and newsletters, informal notices issued on a regular basis that contained information relating to company activities, events, and news of personnel.

Other documents carried information upward through the organization to keep managers at higher levels abreast of developments and occurrences relating to plant, departmental, or company operations. These include reports, submitted either on a regular basis (daily, weekly, monthly), or to meet special situations or circumstances, which presented information in narrative or statistical form or in a combination of both, and statements, also either of a regular or a special nature, which conveyed statistical information such as forecasts, estimates, or summaries of accounts.

All of these different forms of internal communications may contain information relating to workers. Statements, for example, may summarize plant or departmental employment figures, turnover levels, wage changes, or payroll costs; manuals may
detail a company’s labour policies and their objectives; orders may convey plant managers’ instructions to foremen regarding the organization of work or the hiring, firing, or disciplining of workers. Among the most important and widely used sources of documentation about workers and the management of labour is the report. Four sub-categories of reports that may be found among company records are likely to contain such information: those written by industrial engineers, by undercover detectives, by welfare workers, and by personnel managers.

As factories expanded and their operations became more complex during the late nineteenth century, leading industrial engineers promoted management techniques designed to systematize control over the factory, rationalize production processes, and increase productivity and labour efficiency. The most famous promoter of such reforms in factory administration was Frederick Taylor, the “father of scientific management.” These industrial engineers devised standard production methods, reorganized the flow of work, conducted time and motion studies of workers to determine “scientifically” how long it should take to complete a task, and how the work should be performed, and developed incentive wage or bonus payment systems to reward workers who finished their tasks in or before a predetermined span of time.60

The reports written by industrial engineers document the layout and organization of work within the factory, the nature of tasks performed by employees, and the reactions of workers to their efforts to increase labour efficiency.61 The archives of the Weyerhauser Company, for example, contain reports prepared by engineers of the Charles E. Bedaux Company, a consulting engineering firm. These reports present considerable information on the jobs and work loads of workers, on time and motion studies of workers’ tasks, and on the development and implementation of bonus pay plans. These reports also detail workers’ resistance to managerial efforts to strip them of their control and autonomy over their work.62 Observations of female mill spinners contained in reports written by an industrial engineer hired by the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company in 1911, document workers’ collective efforts to establish their own production quotas and to restrict their output.63

Manufacturers often relied upon networks of foremen and loyal workers to obtain informal, verbal reports on the activities of other employees. Beginning in the 1860s, however, this process of industrial espionage became formalized when companies began utilizing the services of private detectives employed by the famed Pinkerton’s National Detective Agency or other firms. Brought in during strikes and periods of labour unrest, these undercover operatives took jobs in factories and mines, or as members of railroad crews, observing workers and submitting daily reports.64 These reports must be used with care, given the biases of the investigators and their tendency to highlight “trouble-makers.” Nevertheless, they provide a unique source of documentation regarding work processes, working conditions, and workers’ attitudes. Charles K. Hyde has used detectives’ reports in the files of the Quincy Copper Mining Company to obtain information on the organization of work, underground working conditions, and miners’ sentiments towards their employers.65 Reports prepared for the Ford Motor Company by agents of the American Protective League during and immediately after the First World War document the Automobile Workers’ Union’s efforts to organize workers at the com-
pany’s Highland Plant in Detroit. Stephen Meyer relies upon these reports in The Five Dollar Day, a study of labour-management relations and paternalism at Ford, stating that they “identified the most active leaders and agitators [and noted] incidents of soldiering and output restriction, weak foremen and lapses of shop discipline, infractions of Ford rules (such as smoking, eating, or gambling during working hours), and workmen with sympathies toward Bolshevism, socialism, or even trade unionism.”

In some instances, undercover agents went outside the workplace to gather information about workers in their homes, union lodges, social halls, or saloons. These reports offer a unique glimpse of workers’ lives and communities. Du Pont Company records, for example, contain scores of reports prepared during the early 1890s by three undercover operatives from the Wilkinson Detective Agency, who had been retained to locate information regarding acts of arson against company property. Two male detectives spent much of their time conversing with workers in taverns located near the powder yards. A female detective, agent “E.N.” (Emily Noble), disguised herself as a seamstress and went door-to-door offering sewing lessons in order to gain entry to workers’ homes to speak with them or with members of their families. The reports prepared by these detectives shed light on workers’ home lives and domestic furnishings, and record their views and attitudes towards Du Pont’s paternalistic labour policies.

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a number of firms established special “welfare” or “sociological” departments staffed by social and settlement workers, nurses, teachers, or other specialists. These welfare workers visited employees and their families in their homes, observed their living conditions and family relationships, treated illnesses, and proffered advice and instruction. Some companies also relied upon these welfare workers to organize “Americanization” classes to teach English to newly-arrived immigrant workers and to promote middle-class values and habits. Reports produced by company welfare workers document paternalistic efforts to improve and reform working-class families. They provide information on workers’ values, customs, lives, and culture. For example, reports prepared by nurses employed in the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company’s Charity Department describe visits to workers’ homes to provide coal, food, and medical care to infants, the sick, and the elderly, and to instruct mothers in housekeeping, cooking, and child-rearing. Similar information is presented in reports written by the investigators and educators of the Ford Motor Company’s Sociological Department; these reports also include case studies of attempts to improve the home life, spending and saving habits, and morality of individual workers, and summarize the results of Americanization work among immigrants who attended the Ford English School.

During the First World War, a number of companies established employment or “service” departments to deal with problems such as the scarcity of skilled labour and high rates of turnover and absenteeism among factory workers. Staffed by professionally trained personnel managers, these new departments assumed control over many of the paternalistic activities formerly performed by welfare workers. The new departments also stripped foremen of much of their authority over workers and rationalized company personnel functions, including setting wage
rates, standardizing employment forms and procedures, and training, promoting, disciplining, and discharging employees.\textsuperscript{71} Reports prepared by employment managers document the development and implementation of these functions and the administration of company towns, medical and safety programs, benefit and pension plans, credit unions, and employee magazines. For example, reports written by the Labor Department of the REO Motor Car Company summarize efforts to reduce turnover and strip foremen of their authority to hire and fire workers. They also trace the development of company programs designed to instill “REO Family Spirit” among workers, including a company magazine, recreation activities, and apprenticeship training classes. Personnel managers’ reports may also provide statistical data on the composition of the workforce. Annual reports prepared by REO’s Labor Department contain censuses on the nationalities of company employees.\textsuperscript{72} Reports and memoranda prepared by the Scovil Manufacturing Company’s Employment Department during World War I contain data on the ethnicity, nationality, and rates of literacy of workers, the composition of the workforce by departments, and tabulations of the reasons why employees were discharged or left the company’s service.\textsuperscript{73}

\textit{Works Diaries}

In rural nineteenth-century iron forges, textile mills, and other firms, superintendents or overseers were often instructed by company directors to maintain a “works diary,” similar to ships’ logs or to the journals kept by some Southern plantation-masters. These works diaries were kept in order to provide a daily record of all matters pertaining to production and operations.\textsuperscript{74} J.W. Lozier notes that the diaries kept by N.B. Gordon, superintendent and agent of the Mansfield Union Cotton and Woolen Manufactory in Mansfield, Massachusetts, constitute “an unusually good source” of information regarding breakdowns of machinery that caused interruptions in production, the recruitment of workers and their origins, Gordon’s efforts to discipline the workforce, and his paternalistic labour practices.\textsuperscript{75} Works diaries may also document factory and working-class life, including the daily routines of workers, their work habits, and traditions. The diary maintained by the clerk of Martha Furnace from 1808 to 1815, for example, contains entries describing the workers’ drinking sprees and “frolics” at the conclusion of the furnace blast, their riots to protest the poor quality of food they received in the company’s kitchen, and the weddings, picnics, quilting bees, and other social activities which wove together the fabric of a rural iron plantation.\textsuperscript{76}

\textit{Work Rules}

The records of textile companies, railroads, engineering firms, and other companies often contain printed work regulations. These rules were posted in mills or distributed to employees when they were hired. Surviving rules document the structure of authority within the factory and reveal how manufacturers sought to establish work routines in order to increase the productivity of workers. They also show how mill owners and managers promoted habits of industriousness, discipline, and temperance among workers.\textsuperscript{77}

By the latter part of the nineteenth century, work regulations were often compiled into rule books which were printed and distributed to new employees.
Railroad companies, for example, prepared separate rule books for each occupational group among the workforce. These books set forth minutely detailed rules relating to the conduct and duties of employees. They may be used to reconstruct the nature of the tasks performed by employees within each occupational group. Paul Craven and Tom Traves, who have studied printed rule books from the 1850s in the records of Canadian National Railways, state that these sources provided “frequently the best available approximations to a description of the work processes for various occupations during this period.”

**Discipline Records**

While printed rules and rule books indicate how employers sought to discipline their workers, they do not reveal the extent to which these rules were enforced. As Walter Licht cautions in *Working for the Railroad*, rule books may only “provide a partial, surface view of ... the behavior expected of railway employees by their employers.” Other records must be utilized to determine how managers enforced discipline. In earlier companies this information was usually not contained in separate records but appeared in records such as time sheets which showed docked time or lost wages for violations, or in ledger books which itemized fines levied against workers’ accounts. By the latter part of the nineteenth century, however, larger employers in railroad, iron and steel, and other companies began compiling dismissal lists or registers. These records identified employees who had been dismissed and stated the cause of their dismissal — for example, striking, insubordination, or intoxication. The information was circulated throughout the company to prevent the re-employment of discharged or troublesome individuals. As Irenée Du Pont, the assistant general manager of the Du Pont Company, observed in 1913, “It is essential that we have a list of men who have been discharged for a cause sufficiently grave to preclude our employing them at any other plant.” These records may be used to tabulate the number and percentages of fired workers and to rank the different causes for dismissals. However, their usefulness for measuring the extent to which employers enforced discipline is somewhat limited, since the records identify only those employees who had been released from the company’s service and do not include other workers who had been reprimanded, demoted, suspended, or fined. Getting a sense of the extent to which employers took action against workers for lesser violations, therefore, is often difficult. Walter Licht, who has studied dismissal registers compiled during the 1870s by the general superintendents of the Erie Railroad and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, concludes that such records “render little sense of how many derelictions were overlooked by local supervisors or were unseen.” Some companies maintained other types of records which make it possible to examine the enforcement of discipline for lesser infractions. For example, prior to 1913 the Du Pont Company kept employee work record cards that indicated every infraction of the rules, together with the nature of the violation; “green cards” were prepared for discharged employees.

**Account Books**

Account books may contain useful information about workers, particularly in the period before companies began recording payroll data in separate books. Companies which did not segregate payroll data maintained accounts for individual
employees in the company ledger. The bookkeeper credited a worker’s account with his or her accumulated earnings at the end of a pay period, and debited from the account any expenditures for board, rent, purchases of groceries and supplies, fines, and other charges incurred by the employee. Workers received the balance of their accounts at the end of the year or when they left the company’s service; their accounts were cleared and they received any surplus. Using company account books, historians have traced workers’ earnings and employer’s paternalistic practices. Using the ledgers and cashbooks of some twenty Mid-Atlantic textile, iron, and gunpowder companies, Donald Adams, Jr., has compiled data on the earnings, standards of living, and economic status of workers during the early period of industrialization. J.W. Lozier has surveyed the surviving account books of a number of small rural textile mills in the New England and Mid-Atlantic regions to study mill-owners’ provisions of housing, room and board, groceries, and other services to employees.

Account books may also contain information relating to working conditions, the organization of work, and efforts to discipline workers. Mary McConaghy, for example, has relied upon an extensive run of daybooks and other account books of the Whitaker Mill, a small woolen factory established near Philadelphia in 1813, to “reconstruct the composition and history of the labor force as well as the business and technological history of the mill.” She found entries relating to the purchase of machinery for the factory, payments of piece-rates to weavers, and fines imposed upon workers. Using the information in these account books she was also able to make inferences about working conditions and the organization of the production process within the mill, and about the occupations and skills of workers employed in various rooms. Similarly, Anthony Wallace has studied the daybook of Parkmount Factory, a small spinning mill in Chester County, Pennsylvania, from the early 1830s. He has used this single volume — the only extant business record of the company from that period — to reconstruct the organization of production, the composition of the workforce, and the regulation of conduct within the mill.

Larger textile, coal-mining, railroad, iron and steel, and other companies often kept specialized account book series recording the provision of housing, benefits, and services to workers. These account books include ledgers, cashbooks, and journals documenting the operations of company stores, boarding houses and tenements, and employees’ benevolent associations or benefit societies. Joseph Walker, for example, has studied company store account books among the records of Hopewell Furnace, an early nineteenth-century rural Pennsylvania iron forge, to document employees’ monthly purchases of food, clothing, and supplies; he has used the data obtained from these records to reconstruct the lifestyles and consumption patterns of workers.

Payrolls

Beginning in the early decades of the nineteenth century, larger textile mills, iron furnaces, railroads, and other companies began to maintain separate payroll books to record the amounts of money workers received for their services. These volumes contained entries broken down by pay periods, stating the worker’s name, occupation, rate of pay, hours worked, and total earnings. Piece-rate books were also used in some factories to record the production and wages of workers whose
earnings were determined by their output. The information contained in the payroll and piece-rate books was regularly totalled up and tabulated on aggregate payroll distribution sheets.

Payroll records are frequently voluminous and bulky. However, they lend themselves to the systematic tracking of names through a sequence of volumes because entries for workers tend to appear in roughly the same location (although names were often misspelled by bookkeepers from one volume to the next). Payrolls are basic sources of information about individual workers’ occupations, rates of pay, and earnings. Because many employers required employees to sign their names or place an “x” next to their account to show that they received their pay, the payroll entry may also indicate whether a worker was literate. Payrolls also provide aggregate data relating to the composition of the workforce, its breakdown by occupation and skill level, and the ranges of pay and earnings within different occupational groups. Even fragmentary sets of payroll volumes or individual payroll sheets may furnish sufficient information to obtain an overview of a company’s or plant’s workforce and wage scales at a given point in time. For example, Paul Craven and Tom Traves have utilized a set of payroll sheets from 1854-55, covering machinists, millwrights, ear builders, and other shopcraft employees, in the records of the Great Western Railway. Despite the limited time span covered by these sheets, Craven and Traves describe them as “a rich source of information” about the composition of the shops workforce, the rates of pay, and the pay differentials between various occupations and skill levels.

Where extended chronological runs or sequences of payroll sheets or volumes survive, the data they contain may be extracted and used to create time series showing changes in wage movements, employment levels, turnover, and the composition of the workforce over periods of time. Robert Ozanne, for example, has utilized payroll books of the Chicago plant of the McCormick Company from 1848 to 1849 and from 1858 to 1960, to construct “wage profiles” showing significant increases or reductions in aggregate plant wages. He related the causes of these wage movements to strikes, unionism, labour market conditions, turnover levels, and other effects. Ozanne has also created wage chronologies showing changes in labourers’ and skilled workers’ pay rates and earnings over long periods of time.

Historians have also used payroll data to trace the careers of individual workers over time in order to produce detailed analyses of turnover rates, the degree of workers’ persistence or attachment to their jobs, and the extent of occupational mobility. Howard Gitelman, who has studied a fairly complete series of payroll volumes of the Waltham Watch Company for the period 1850-1890, writes that “payroll data ... permit an examination of occupational mobility at a level never before attempted, and one which is quite impossible using census records alone.” Using payroll records of some eighty railroad companies, Walter Licht has generated “longitudinal data” relating rates of turnover and occupational mobility among railroad employees to variables such as their length of service, their skill levels, their occupations when they entered and left employment, and their average daily earnings.

**Time and Attendance Records**

Employers utilized a variety of records to keep track of workers’ time and attendance at work, including time books or time sheets covering a group of workers in a
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department or mill, and time cards for individual workers. These records document the number of hours an employee worked or was absent from work each day; they sometimes include notations relating to disciplinary actions taken against employees, such as the docking of a day’s wages, or statements of the reasons why workers were absent, quit or were fired. Like payroll records, time and attendance records are often bulky and may appear to have little research value. Indeed, in the past they have often been accorded low priority for retention. One archivist has asserted, for example, that too often “masses of old time sheets... have been allowed to accumulate unnecessarily.”95 Another has written that “their potential yield to scholars is less than that of almost any other kind of document.”96

In recent years, however, time and attendance records have provided grist for a number of studies. Historians have studied them to gain insight into workers’ customs, work habits, and values.97 By tabulating the actual hours worked by employees and comparing the figures against a mill’s total hours of operation to determine workers’ rates of attendance or absence, historians have assessed the degree to which workers believed that companies met their desire for secure and stable employment.98 Notations in these records relating to workers’ infractions of work rules and to the reasons for their absence make it possible to evaluate the extent to which factory managers rigidly enforced discipline or levied fines for violations of work rules, or relaxed their enforcement in order to provide a more attractive work environment for employees.99 One historian who utilized a mid-nineteenth-century mill time book to study Southern textile mill owners’ efforts to discipline workers and to uncover the responses of employees to managerial authority, has written that few sources are “as richly descriptive of internal mill relations.”100

Employee Records

As company workforces swelled in size and company organizations became increasingly bureaucratic, standardized forms were devised for recording information on individual workers. Increasingly, too, external factors, such as unionization of a company’s workforce or the enactment of workmen’s compensation laws, forced companies to develop standardized employee records. These records included employment applications, personnel files, registers of employees’ dates of entry and departure, union dues check-off cards, and pension or accident compensation registers.

These employee records document the increasingly bureaucratized nature of large corporations, and the emergence of centralized employment management. Collectively, because these records identify employees by name, they make it possible to link various types of information about individual workers from a variety of sources. Employment applications may recount a worker’s prior experience and education and may also indicate his or her nativity, religion, marital status and dependents, and employed relatives; accident registers may show whether the worker or dependents received compensation for an injury; union dues check-off lists may reveal that he or she belonged to a union; personnel files may contain letters of recommendation, performance appraisals, records of disciplinary violations, and information relating to promotions, transfers, and changes in wage rates. While some of the information contained in such records may overlap, tracing an
employee’s name through several records should fill in the gaps and provide much more information than could be obtained through a single source. For example, payrolls identify workers by name and give information about their occupations, rates of pay, and monthly or annual earnings; however, these records typically do not state employees’ addresses. Employment applications, personnel files, or company housing registers should furnish this information.

Data derived from employee records may also be linked to information obtained from other sources. For example, knowledge of workers’ places of residence facilitates searching through manuscript census returns, city directories, tax rolls, and other sources to uncover additional information about these employees. Links can be made with information in demographic or vital sources such as birth, marriage, and death certificates, obituaries, genealogical registers and family histories, inventories, wills, and probate records, baptism and church records, union, fraternal, and benevolent association membership records, savings bank records, insurance files, and company- or employee-sponsored magazines and newspapers.

The data-storage and manipulative capabilities of the computer have enabled social historians to link information derived from employee records and demographic or vital sources to create increasingly sophisticated career profiles of individual workers and their experiences. Thomas Dublin’s elegant Women at Work, a detailed account of the backgrounds and experiences of nineteenth-century female textile mill workers in Lowell, Massachusetts, is a model of the type of study being produced by these new social historians. The starting-point for Dublin’s study was the records of the Hamilton Manufacturing Company at Harvard University’s Baker Library. These records included a nearly continuous series of payroll volumes from 1834 to 1900, together with rental ledgers containing entries for residents of company-owned dormitories, and employee registers which showed a worker’s entry and departure dates, the room in which he or she worked, the place of residence in Lowell, and the worker’s place of origin. Dublin sampled these volumes to generate preliminary information about some 1100 women who worked at the Hamilton mills. Having identified these workers, Dublin then traced them through Lowell city directories, manuscript census returns, church records, tax inventories, marriage, birth, and other vital records, and local histories and genealogies, to gather further information about their social origins. The resulting body of data has enabled him to examine the process of rural-urban migration and to determine how mill employment fitted into the career decisions and life cycles of the young women who came to the mills.101

Tamara Hareven’s Family Time and Industrial Time, a study of workers’ experiences at the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company, a textile factory in Manchester, New Hampshire, during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, represents another example of the possibilities afforded by applying techniques of the new social history in the use of company records. Hareven has utilized some 73,000 employee files to “chart the rhythms of careers over workers’ entire lives and under the impact of changing industrial and economic conditions.” These employee files contain workers’ hire and separation slips which furnish information on the gender, age, marital status, number of children and dependents, and nationality of workers, their dates of hire and separation, their job(s) and rates of pay, the reasons they left the company, and performance ratings. Hareven has sampled these to
analyze labour turnover and the decisions that workers made about their occupational mobility and career advancements. She has also examined city directories, church records, insurance records, and census returns, combining information from these sources with the data from the employee files to trace networks of kinship ties among the French Canadians who comprised the bulk of the company's workforce, and to create "work histories" of workers and their families. Hareven's findings have also formed the basis for extensive oral interviews with former company employees.102

**Conclusions**

The variety of approaches to the study of labour undertaken by the "New Labour Historians" demonstrates the value of collecting and preserving business records. These records provide information, often not attainable through other sources, about workers and their experiences under industrialization, and about managers' continuing efforts to extend and enhance their authority and control over the workforce. Business records will not furnish all of the answers, but they will enable researchers to gain insights into and comprehension of what Theodore Dreiser termed "the workaday world."

Although it is not the purpose of this article to discuss issues relating to the acquisition, retention, and appraisal of business records, some remarks are in order. First, as has been implicitly argued, the value of business records for documenting labour warrants their acquisition and retention. Archivists at all levels, from the local to the federal, should actively strive to collect business records. They should also advise companies on the procedures to be followed in developing and implementing records retention and records management programs.

In acquiring the archives of larger companies, archivists should endeavour to collect not only executive-level minutes, correspondence, and policy-making documents, but also lower-level records that indicate how a firm's labour policies were implemented and show how workers responded to these policies. Most of the appraisal strategies that archives have developed to reduce the voluminous records of large enterprises to a manageable whole do not provide sufficiently for the retention of such lower-level records. Under the "time capsule" or "tip-of-the-iceberg" approach, developed at the Baker Library during the 1950s and still followed by many repositories today, archivists identify certain categories of "important" records which contain information presumed most likely to be of use to the company or to the business historian.103 This model recommends the preservation of all executive-level records, together with other records which provide summary data or aggregate information on various functions such as production, personnel, sales, engineering, and public relations. The decision to retain these records is based on the assumptions that "all important decisions and policies are made at the top," and that all essential information pertaining to lower-level operations ultimately reached the upper level of the corporate hierarchy in summary form.104 Using this approach, only about two to five percent of the records are retained.105

While such "tip-of-the-iceberg" approaches may enable archivists to meet the criterion of "sav[ing] the maximum amount of information consistent with the smallest physical bulk," they also may greatly reduce or destroy some of the most
valuable records for documenting labour. Personnel files, employees’ time cards, and payroll volumes — all of which may occupy considerable space — are too often relegated to the scrap pile. To be sure, some of the information contained in these records may be available in summary or aggregate form through other records; for example, payroll analyses or recapitulations will document company, plant, or departmental wage bills. But these records may provide insufficient information for studying changes in wage rates, the composition of the workforce, or the nature and extent of labour turnover within the firm. Discarding records that identify employees by name may also prevent researchers from tracing individual employees and creating linkages to census returns, birth and marriage certificates, city directories, and other types of vital or demographic records.

Until recently, archivists have tended to assess the significance of business records in terms of the level at which these records were created. In doing so, they took their cue from business historians, who relied upon minutes of executive-level meetings, corporate officials’ working files, and legal documents in studying the development of modern administrative methods and in writing histories of individual enterprises. Laurence Burnette’s comments illustrate how the predilections of business historians who studied the development of administration within large companies have shaped archivists’ decisions regarding the appraisal of corporate records. Observing that “it is [the files of the executive office] which will prove most productive for an understanding of the managerial development of the enterprise,” Burnette identifies “key people” in the executive office of the modern corporation “who produce records of greatest historical significance.” He includes among these officers the members of the board of directors and executive committee, the treasurer, the secretary, the counsel, and the vice-presidents responsible for sales, manufacturing, and research and development.

It is the office files of these senior executives, together with minutes of directors’ and executive committee meetings, policy statements and manuals, and other forms of administrative records, which are the records that tend to be retained by repositories which have followed “tip-of-the-iceberg” approaches in appraising large industrial or corporate collections. What do not tend to survive, however, are the correspondence, memoranda, minutes, and other records generated at the level of the department or the individual plant that would document the implementation of company labour policies and the nature of the day-to-day interactions between managers and workers. Howell Harris, whose study *The Right to Manage* describes the nature of corporate labour relations in the 1940s, observes in a recent essay that “the business of getting, training, motivating, disciplining, and keeping workers” was not “the enduring, central problem of management in American manufacturing firms.” Instead, he writes, “most of the time, for most firms, these matters are routine and unproblematic.” But our knowledge of how this “routine,” yet critical, aspect of the modern corporation developed during the twentieth century is still very limited. It is likely to remain so unless archivists make greater efforts to acquire and preserve the letters, reports, and other records generated by plant managers and foremen that document it.

In keeping with this desideratum, archivists should endeavour to work more closely with the records managers within corporate archives who are developing retention schedules for company records. Archivists may thus be in a position to
acquire records such as lower-level correspondence files or employees' time cards that records managers might recommend for destruction because they hold no inherent value for the company. A few years ago, the writer attended a session at an archives conference on the appraisal and retention of business records. Most of the people attending the session were corporate records managers. We were given a list of fifty document categories, ranging from minutes to press releases, representing the records of a hypothetical company, and were asked to identify the ten records series we would retain. As both a historian and an archivist, I selected records that in my opinion would offer the greatest potential for research: plant managers' correspondence files, managers' minutes, payrolls, time cards, personnel files. The records managers generally opted to retain press releases, advertisements, annual reports, proxies, prospectuses, and financial statements. I am not suggesting that any of the choices was wrong, but rather that the insights of archivists and historians may help to preserve records of potentially rich informational value that otherwise might be destroyed.

Repositories should not only attempt to acquire older records from companies, but they should also negotiate for current or on-going records that document labour, especially personnel files. To ensure privacy and protect the confidential nature of these records, repositories may be able to acquire them from companies by agreeing to place them under time seals — perhaps by using as a model the 70-year time seal used by the U.S. National Archives in making manuscript census returns available for historical research.

These remarks apply not only to the larger, nationally-prominent companies which operate in the United States and Canada, but also to the thousands of small- and middle-sized concerns, particularly those located on the periphery of the economy. Such marginal companies rarely adopted new managerial practices; instead their proprietors exploited the unskilled or under-skilled workers, including undocumented aliens, women, and teenagers, who comprised the workforce, paying them low wages, forcing them to work long hours, offering little or no fringe benefits and few guarantees of steady employment, and doing little to improve working conditions. Archivists should make an effort to acquire the records of these companies as they become bankrupt or go out of business, so that more attention can be given to the history of workers and the management of labour within these firms.

Finally, in acquiring business records, archivists should not measure the value of these records simply in terms of the space they occupy. To be sure, some companies have generated tons and tons of payroll volumes, personnel files, lower-level correspondence, and other records, and few institutions possess either the space or the staff to adequately collect, appraise, and store these voluminous records. As my remarks have suggested, however, historians have made increasing use of these types of records in studying workers and the management of labour. Archivists should devote greater attention to the development of techniques for preserving the information within these records micrographically or through such new technologies as optical-disk systems, or for sampling them scientifically to reduce their numbers while retaining sufficient coverage to make them useful for researchers. At the same time, archivists should not be deterred from preserving records simply because they are fragmentary in nature. Even in fragmentary form, many business records may still provide useful information about labour, particularly if these
records identify workers by name so that the information can be linked to vital and demographic records.

Business records have been used in a variety of ways to document the history of workers and the management of labour. The opportunities for further research in company records are many; the need to collect additional business records and make them available to researchers is great.
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